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BRIDGE ENGINEER AT ULTEIG ENGINEERS, INC.

AFFILIATE PROFESSOR AT THE METROPOLITAN STATE UNIVERSITY & UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO DENVER (UCD)

ORIGINALLY FROM PALESTINE & GREW UP IN AMMAN, JORDAN

EDUCATION: M.S. IN STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING FROM UCD, AND PURSUING PH.D.

I HAVE BEEN LIVING IN DENVER, COLORADO SINCE 2012.

I AM MARRIED MY BEAUTIFUL WIFE, MANAL
TYPES OF COMMUNICATION:

GOOD

POOR
VARIOUS FORMS OF COMMUNICATION:
1. WITH PEOPLE IN GENERAL
2. WITH CO-WORKERS
3. WITH LEADERS
IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNICATION

- Enhancing Your Network
- Productivity
- Efficiency
BENEFITS FROM GOOD COMMUNICATION

BUILDING TRUSTS

REACH GOALS!
Various tools to do so:

- LinkedIn
- Zoom
- Teams
- Cisco
WAYS TO IMPROVE COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Essential Communication Skills for Your Career

the balance
TIPS TO BE A BETTER-ENTRY LEVEL ENGINEER
LINKEDIN (FRESH/ENTRY LEVELS)

- CONNECT
- SEND A MESSAGE
- YOU ARE NOT LOSING ANYTHING!
KEEP HITTING THE WALL AND DO NOT GIVE UP
Learn from your mistakes

Make your mistakes work for you by learning from them.
PASS THE FUNDAMENTAL OF ENGINEERING (FE) EXAM

You Pass!
TRY TO BE PROACTIVE
RECAP

BE KIND
ASK QUESTIONS AND DO NOT BE SHY
REACH OUT AND BE SMART!
VALUE YOURSELF AND DO NOT BE COINCIDED
BE GREGARIOUS AND AMIABLE
DO NOT FEEL IGNORED!
EVERY DAY IS A GOOD DAY!
GET BETTER EVERYDAY!
BE GOOD AT WHAT YOU ARE DOING!
QUESTIONS